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C H A P T E R ON E

Introduction

Most histories of copyright focus on major powers such as Britain, France, 
and the United States. This focus on more powerful countries has effectively 
effaced some of the most important issues and conflicts in the history of inter-
national copyright. By examining a less powerful country and a former British 
dominion’s historical experience with international copyright, this book reveals 
the roots of today’s international copyright system in an imperial copyright 
sys tem that preceded it. It highlights not only the struggle between various 
Can adian interest groups vying to shape Canadian copyright but also the struggle 
for a Canadian copyright system that responds to the interests of Canadians 
while conforming to imperial and international copyright systems broadly shaped 
by more powerful states. This book shows that conflicts in international copy-
right between net copyright exporters like the United States and the so-called 
developing countries are not, as some suggest, relatively recent problems.1

Copyright is one type of intellectual property law. Intellectual property law 
includes copyright law, patent law, and trademark law, among others. Whereas 
trademark law grants rights in words or symbols such as “Nike” or the Nike 
swoosh, and whereas patent law grants rights in inventions, copyright law grants 
rights in literary and artistic works such as books, movies, plays, and music. 
“International copyright” refers to those sets of arrangements under which 
domestic copyright is granted to foreign nationals, making it possible for a 
copyright holder from one country to claim copyright in another.

The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works was 
the world’s first broadly multilateral treaty on international copyright, and still 
acts as the cornerstone of international copyright today.2 First signed in 1886, 
the agreement established a set of minimum standards for recognition of the 
rights of foreign copyright holders that was revised approximately every twenty 
years until 1971.3 It was originally administered by the Swiss government and 
an international office in Berne, but is now administered by the World 
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Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), a special agency of the United 
Nations in Geneva. The history of the Berne Convention continues to be relevant 
today; its main provisions have been incorporated into the intellectual property 
provisions of the multilateral trade agreements made under the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) in 1994, and into the 1996 multilateral copyright treaties 
under WIPO. Conflicts over international copyright today have roots that extend 
deep into the history of the Berne Convention. This book shows that conflicts 
between the major copyright exporters and the less powerful net copyright im-
porters threatened the Berne Convention in its earliest days.

This book deals primarily with Canada’s experience with the Berne Convention 
between 1886 and 1971. It also provides some necessary background about the 
years prior to this period, when Canada was subject to the British imperial 
copyright system, and a brief summary of events since 1971. That year 1971 was 
when the last revision of the Berne Convention took place and marks the end 
of an era in which international copyright negotiations were focused on revision 
of the Berne Convention. By 1994, the Berne Convention, in its settled 1971 format, 
had become the unrivalled foundation stone of international copyright, upon 
which all other major international copyright agreements would be built. This 
book deals with the period prior to this settlement – the period during which 
this foundation was still being contested. A variety of other works deal more 
fully with the period since 1971.4

This book focuses almost exclusively on the Berne Convention and, to a lesser 
extent, the Universal Copyright Convention, its major rival between 1952 and 
1994. In the interest of focus, it does not deal with other related treaties, such 
as the International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of 
Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations (Rome Convention) of 1961 or the 
Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms Against Unauthorized 
Duplication of Their Phonograms (Phonograms Convention) of 1971, or in detail 
with post-1971 treaties such as the 1994 Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights, the 1996 WIPO Internet Treaties, or other trade-
based agreements.

While some argue that the Berne system of international copyright encour-
ages economic growth in developing countries by providing incentives for the 
creation and dissemination of works, critics assert that the main beneficiaries 
of the Berne system are those in rich countries, that the system impedes access 
to knowledge around the world, and that it raises the input costs of economic 
growth in poorer countries.5 In the course of history, Canadians themselves 
have raised many of these same arguments.

The struggle for Canadian copyright is more than a struggle for formal sover-
eignty over Canadian copyright law. Even after such sovereignty was achieved 
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in the 1920s, Canadian policy makers struggled to identify and implement a 
copyright law that reflected Canadian interests while also taking into account 
imperial and international copyright norms and pressures. Outside interests  
have had a tremendous influence on Canadian copyright lawmaking up to the 
present day, when American pressure seems able to trump widespread Canadian 
opposition to some copyright provisions.6 Treaty-making remains an important 
vehicle of influence over domestic copyright policy.

Canada’s experience with the Berne Convention can be viewed as the struggle 
of a former British colony to move from imperialism to internationalism – to 
find a place within the international system and to project an image of a country 
engaged in a community of the most powerful nations while also reflecting the 
reality of Canada as a net copyright importer with a relatively small but growing 
creative industry. In a sense, Canada’s international copyright policy has been 
used as a vehicle for portraying Canada to the international community – as a 
sovereign country, a good international citizen, a developed and developing 
country, and a middle power. Canadian international copyright has been used 
as an exercise in image building, to win prestige and respect for Canada and to 
dispel the image of Canada as a hewer of wood and drawer of water. Copyright 
policy has been communication policy: not only has it regulated the reproduc-
tion and use of works but it has also been influenced by larger concerns about 
guarding and shaping Canada’s international image.

Canada quietly joined the Berne Convention in 1886 as a British colony before 
attempting to denounce (exit) the treaty in 1889.7 Canada would have been the 
first country to withdraw from the Berne Union,8 and fears that such an act 
would destroy the nascent union led the British government to use its imperial 
control to prevent Canada’s withdrawal.9 For many years, Canadian governments 
maintained that the treaty should be denounced by the British government on 
Canada’s behalf, but Canada eventually joined the union as a full-fledged signa-
tory in the 1920s. Canada’s relationship to the Berne Convention continued to 
be conflicted, however: it refused to ratify the 1948 revision of the treaty, did 
not sign the 1967 or 1971 revisions, and was largely disengaged from the Berne 
Union up to the late 1960s. Debates in the late 1960s and early 1970s regarding 
the place of developing countries within the Berne Union led to Canada’s re-
engagement, but the country did not accede to the most recent (1971) revision 
of the convention until 1998. Canada’s path from imperialism to internationalism 
has been marked by resistance to elements of an international copyright system 
that did not at the time reflect the interests and economic objectives of significant 
Canadian groups.

On the matter of international copyright, Canada is currently aligned with 
the coalition of industrialized countries that includes the United Kingdom, the 
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United States, and European countries. This book shows how such an align-
ment developed as a result of the historical structures of the norms and institu-
tions of Canadian international relations. Although Canada has never been 
considered a “developing” country under the UN system – a term that came 
into prominent use only after Canada’s development from a British dominion 
into an independent state – common interests between Canada and today’s 
developing countries have long been acknowledged. Canada’s nineteenth-
century copyright history highlights these commonalities. The major concerns 
of the Canadian government during that period were similar to those of many 
developing countries today: encouraging a diverse domestic industry, which 
included a printing and publishing sector, and the need to ensure affordable 
access to imported works. From the 1920s onward, there was greater concern 
for encouraging domestic creators by ensuring that Canadians had robust 
international copyright provisions, but a focus on Canada’s status as a net copy-
right importer re-emerged in the 1960s and 1970s. It was during the latter decade 
that Canada’s representatives at international copyright negotiations proclaimed, 
“We are all developing countries.”10 However, the historical structures of the 
norms and institutions of Canadian international relations, and moves to align 
Canada with more powerful nations, took precedence, to some extent, over the 
realization of the alternative copyright norms once advocated in Canada, norms 
that have more recently been advocated by India, Brazil, and numerous African 
countries.

Today the international copyright system has as its foundation the Berne 
Convention, but this convention represents only one model of international 
copyright. Competing models of international copyright have also existed, 
including copyright nationalism or protectionism, whereby copyright is primar-
ily granted to nationals rather than to foreign nationals as a protectionist strategy 
for encouraging domestic access to and production of foreign works; copyright 
bilateralism, whereby international copyright is negotiated on a bilateral rather 
than multilateral basis; and other multilateral copyright treaties, such as the 1952 
Universal Copyright Convention, which offered an alternative set of norms gov-
erning international copyright. Competing norms and alternative conceptualiza-
tions of copyright have also existed within domestic laws. The American approach 
to copyright, for example, differed significantly from the norms of the Berne 
Convention up to the 1980s. To comment on the international copyright system 
today, therefore, is to comment on the particular set of copyright norms that 
now stand unrivalled as the foundation of international copyright.

A number of specific norms are at the core of the Berne Convention. First, 
under this convention, countries agree to the principle of national treatment; 
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nationals of countries of the Berne Union, as well as other nationals who first 
or simultaneously publish their works in a country of the Berne Union, are to 
be treated the same as nationals of the country in which protection is claimed. 
Second, the convention sets out a number of minimum standards that each 
country of the Berne Union must conform to in its own copyright system. These 
minimum standards set out the types of works in which copyright must subsist, 
certain minimum rights that must be granted to the creators11 and copyright 
holders of such works, and the minimum term for which these rights should 
subsist.

Several of these norms have been historically controversial. Provisions re-
quiring that countries grant copyright for a minimum period of the life of the 
creator plus fifty years have been considered by some to be inordinately long. 
It has also been argued that different terms of protection would be appropriate 
for different types of works. Provisions that prohibit member states from requir-
ing domestic registration or manufacture of works as a condition for the grant 
of copyright have also been controversial; the Berne Convention requires copy-
right to be granted automatically without such formalities, although such 
registration requirements would facilitate the location of rights holders for royalty 
payment and licensing negotiations. Also controversial has been the right of 
translation, which under the convention is deemed generally to rest with the 
copyright owner for the full term of copyright. Since foreign copyright owners 
have often declined to license their works to local printers, publishers, manu-
facturers, and translators, these provisions have been especially problematic to 
developing countries wishing to develop domestic printing, publishing, or 
manufacturing industries, and to countries wishing to encourage more strongly 
the local availability of foreign works in translation. Such countries have there-
fore sought to limit translation rights in foreign works.

These contested norms have been challenged by alternative norms in domestic 
legislation and in other international treaties. For example, the 1952 Universal 
Copyright Convention required a minimum period of protection of just twenty-
five years after the death of the creator, was more flexible in allowing countries 
to require domestic manufacture or registration (although these requirements 
were waived among countries party to the agreement), and allowed compulsory 
licensing mechanisms that would permit the unauthorized translation of a work 
after seven years from the date of first publication. The more relaxed provisions 
of the Universal Copyright Convention catered more fully to developing countries 
and to contemporary American policy preferences.

The 1957 Ilsley Commission concluded that the Canadian government was 
“not too well advised” in joining the Berne Convention, arguing that a course 
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of action more closely following the realist copyright policies of the United 
States would have better served Canadians.12 This book explores why Canada 
did adhere to the Berne Convention, what policies and actors played into that 
decision, and some of the problems and benefits that have resulted from Canada’s 
adhesion to the convention.

The path of Canadian international copyright has been, in part, a product of 
the norms, institutions, and policies of Canadian foreign relations. These, in 
turn, reflect Canada’s real and envisioned place in a world framework in the 
process of transitioning from imperialism to internationalism. Canadian inter-
national copyright has been used to project an image of Canada to the world 
and to connect Canada to a community of powerful nations.
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